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Starship formation, reactors moved 6 cm over night, weighs 6 kg, 2 grams of Gans move 

it. Moving to find its own balance. Has been in this position for 8 weeks.  (30min).  They 

are not measuring amounts of Gans, Nature works by conditions and what is available.  

What are ratios?;  CuO is physical side of human or planet, CO2 is emotional side, CH3 

is energy supplier.  When emotional pressure comes in you get cholesterol, same happens 

in reactors, cancers created the same way.  Acupuncture needles and nano coating. When 

needle in body, body is a vacuum condition, the metal behaves as a Gans state 

conductivity state.   Eradication of cancer in body in minutes, next step in learning is MG 

field strengths, this determines what the lymph produces together with neural.   How 

conversion takes place. Body is model for reactors. On the basis of "Twinity".  The 

reactors will be all one material Gans.   Whole of Energy transfer in a Plasmatic state.  

One G is created on the surface of the ball.  Moving to total MG field. 

EGG  film under sea (1:05). The yoke is very much like the earth and the white the 

atmosphere. When craft comes out of water, don't get the waves because mag field 

attractions.  Space crafts are opposite the aircraft, MG field open up in front, no friction.   

Mike had idea of winning lotto for Technology, Keshe, "Maybe we don't need it, may be 

detrimental, must come through the man."    This is 3rd time this Technology attempted 

to give to man, pyramids are all around the world, mystery was taught to man thousands 

of years ago. This is not the first time man been in space to see earth from space. When 

man moved out from East Africa towards Egypt, he was shown at that time the 

technology.  Then man was spread out around the earth with the technology. Crossed the 

ocean through "magic touch", Megalithic around the earth at same time by the 

"Guardians", for reasons of survival of race.  You do not see pyramids in earthquake 

zones.   Rituals were used to hide knowledge, still seen in the ruins. You will find the 

"star-formation" among the writings near the pyramids, as the tools to build them, and 

maps that are 30,000 years old. Peace is the cornerstone of technology. Kingship time is 

over, process started.  Knowledge is increasing to the masses.  (1:35).  Area 51, but 

contact with man has never been interrupted. Man is ready to join Universal community.  

When you go to the seeds of emotional man you will get all the knowledge.  The prophets 

taught the knowledge of the emotions but not the science, now its being combined.  First 

time man was taught in understanding of emotions, not in words.   

Mike, made some pyramids out of copper tape. Wife said he comes off as a know it all. 

He started a blog with Keshe info, but people couldn't understand, he was tired of all the 

secrets. (1:57).  Moving objects from point a to point b.  Is an electron info unique to 

individual?  Keshe, with info of 1 RNA can create body of man, don't need to carry the 

man across space, just one RNA and recreate body, in a drop of blood, it carries both 

physical and emotional. Keep a genetic bank in case of disaster, then can replicate it 

somewhere else. All beings have RNA, that is your recording (how to replicate).  Keshe 

admits he's an alien, without their help we wouldn't have achieved what we have.  (2:08) 

Man is a creation of the conditions of this environment, he was not brought here from 

another planet. There are people here from other planets because they found an 

environment in which they could live.  The Universe is like a neutron division to Proton 

and electron, or supernova. The Universe can expand as long as there is room to expand 

and the give and take of other Universes, balancing. Fusion is another fallacy of man.   

Peace in Ukraine announced by BBC.  (2:28)  Experiment drew up by Mike, creating a 



plasma ball between two magnets.  310  Nano coated tubes and wires wrapped around the 

Gans reactor, can produce MWatts of power. You control it by what you put in, not other 

way around. The central Core Gans must be homogeneous, that's where Fukoshima and 

Tritium come in. Doesn't need to be spinning.  IMPORTANT!!  This is how the stars 

work.  Don't need high voltage to create Plasma when you have Nano coating.  Helix 

vortex from one end to another release Energy, RNA helix, vortex and helix at same time, 

get MG energy in huge amounts.  Tesla: loneness is the requirement for opening the 

creativeness.  (3:42) "Inspiration and intellect comes when the emotional part interacts 

with the physical part at the point of purity. You add to your intellect, get inspired when 

you add to your emotional strength, which is your blood circulation, finds balance with 

your physicality at the level of your comfort. When you reach that point you add to the 

strength of your soul."  Inspiration comes when your emotion is in balance with your 

physicality. Something like autism, repeating something till its comes into balance, how 

you get enlightened. Once its correct and in balance its added to RNA and to DNA, that 

is how transfer the knowledge through the genes.  When the inspiration comes and it's 

added to the Essence, that's why you get the "prophet of God". This time you receive the 

Totality so there's no limit to the inspiration.  

 


